Ready to get you rolling

Select the solution that’s right for your needs, and you get custom-made service at the best price per working hour. Our offer includes a timely response, fleet analysis, high-quality tire products and experienced technicians. And since we have the largest customer base in the industry, we’re familiar with all types of industrial tire use.

Tire Fill
Life Extension Service

Specialized solution for heavyweight applications. Professional polyurethane tire-filling with advanced filling technology to ensure maximum tire lifetime. Precise pressure calculation based on individual requirement.

Service

In-shop flat-proofing of pneumatic tires using our urethane fill process. The procedure involves replacing the air in the tire with a two-part material that mixes and solidifies as it takes effect. Eliminate flats and under-inflation issues for your tire's entire lifecycle.

No break down, no emergency for very specific applications. Optimized lifetime and performance when compared to that of a regular pneumatic tire.

Fleet analysis
Maintenance cycle optimization

To identify your lowest operating cost solution, Solideal on-site service technicians can provide you with professional fleet analyses that take into account your individual operating conditions. Our analyses come with in-depth suggestions to define your tire portfolio and optimize your maintenance cycle.

USA | 1-800-732-2285
Canada | 1-800-361-5441
solideal.com
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Ready to get you rolling

Select the solution that’s right for your needs, and you get custom-made service at the best price per working hour. Our offer includes a timely response, fleet analysis, high-quality tire products and experienced technicians. And since we have the largest customer base in the industry, we’re familiar with all types of industrial tire use.

Tire Regrooving
Life Extension Service

Specialised solution to extend the lifecycle of the tire. Professional tire regrooving to ensure maximum tire lifetime. In addition, regrooving enables fuel savings maintaining a low level of rolling resistance of the tires.

Mobile

Wherever your tires and forklift are, Solideal on-site service will take care of you. With the largest global on-site fleet, we’re sure to be nearby. Thanks to specially designed service vans that double as mobile workshops, we offer the most convenient on-site forklift tire service around. Simply tell us when and where, and we’ll take care of everything—no extra environmental support (power, space, etc.) required. Plus we deliver the best-in-class tire installation service.

Service

Mobile regrooving of pneumatics to increase tire mileage. With our mobile unit we come to your site and accurately regroove your tires. This can be the most cost-effective way to increase tire mileage. The procedure involves cutting of additional tread once the original tread has worn down, reducing rolling resistance, and cutting a new pattern into the tire's tread regenerating the tread depth and pattern.

Specially trained technicians ensure the cutting into the tread in accordance with the tire manufacturer’s recut tread pattern. After regrooving the tire will be free of any defects. Optimized lifetime and performance when compared to that of a regular tire life cycle.

Maximum uptime guarantee

Customized on-site service guarantees that your needs are fully satisfied and that your fleet keeps rolling. Benefit from forklift tire specialists who are exclusively focused on best-in-class on-site service delivery, trained in the most efficient tire maintenance methods and proficient with specialized tools and gear. You are guaranteed the highest level of efficiency, as well as compliance with health and safety standards. Precise planning and order management as well as exceptional breakdown service mean maximum uptime for your fleet.

Fleet analysis

Maintenance cycle optimization

To identify your lowest operating cost solution, Solideal on-site service technicians can provide you with professional fleet analyses that take into account your individual operating conditions. Our analyses come with in-depth suggestions to define your tire portfolio and optimize your maintenance cycle.
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